A Hypothesis for Understanding Mechanisms of Normal and Abnormal Behavior States Based on Operation Hypothesis

Abstract
To express appropriate context-dependent behavior, functional linkage between the forebrain and hindbrain should be necessary. We propose that the functional linkage occurs at the level of the midbrain according to the “Operation Theory” advocated by Gerald Edelman [1]. During wakefulness, signals from the neocortex and limbic system evoke volitional and emotional behaviors, respectively. On the other hand, activity of limbic system elicits rapid eye movement (REM) sleep accompanied by muscular atonia. These state-dependent motor functions can be achieved by appropriate functional linkage between systems existing in forebrain and hindbrain. However, the functional linkage collapses in some neurological disorders such as REM sleep behavior disorders and narcolepsy. Here, attempts are made to understand the pathophysiology of these neurological disorders and to elucidate the mechanisms of motor function depending on awake-sleep states. Roles played by neurotransmitter systems and by the basal ganglia are further considered in relation to the excitability modification of the forebrain and hindbrain structures.
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Introduction
Despite the electroencephalographic similarities, the psychological states of wakefulness and REM sleep are obviously different. The neocortex is active during wakefulness, while the subcortical structures including the limbic areas and basal ganglia are more active than the neocortex during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep [2,3]. The difference in the psychological condition is associated with different motor functions depending on behavioral states (awake-sleep states). Under explicit consciousness condition during wakefulness, purposeful goal-directed behaviors are initiated by signals arising from either volitional processing in the cerebral cortex or emotional processing in the limbic system. Regardless of whether the locomotion is volitional or emotional, it is accompanied by automatically controlled movement processes such as the adjustment of postural muscle tone and rhythmic limb movements [4,5]. On the other hand, muscle tone is completely abolished during REM sleep even if the limbic system is more active. However, these relationships between the psychological states and the motor functions collapse in specific neurological disorders. Patients with REM sleep behavior disorders (RBD) exhibit abnormal behaviors that are probably based on dream experience or emotional memory [6]. On the other hand, strong emotional stimulus suddenly triggers muscular atonia that resembles REM sleep (cataplexy) in narcolepsy patients [7]. However, the patients maintain explicit conscious state during cataplexy [8].

While the forebrain, including the cerebral cortex (neocortex) and limbic systems, play major role to produce and maintain psychological states depending on behavioral context, neural constituents involved in the execution of basic motor functions such as regulation of postural muscle tone and initiation of locomotion exist in the hindbrain including the brainstem and spinal cord [4,5,9]. Then, what kind of mechanism does link
neural systems existing in the forebrain and the hindbrain so that
appropriate behaviors could be produced depending on awake-
sleep states? In addition, are pathological conditions such as RBD
and narcolepsy induced by selection mistakes between systems
in the forebrain and hindbrain? Elucidation of these issues
not only leads to an understanding the mechanisms of normal
wake-sleep states but also contributes to the understanding the
pathophysiological mechanisms of these neurological disorders.

To answer these questions, we propose a “gating mechanism
at the level of the midbrain” that enables functional linkage
between selected systems in each of the forebrain and hindbrain
according to the “Operation Theory” which was advocated by
G. Edelmann [1]. Specifically, a system exhibiting dominant
activity (“excitability preference”) is selected in the forebrain
and hindbrain, and the selected systems are functionally linked
at the midbrain (“gate”), whereby appropriate motor functions or
behaviors can be achieved depending on behavioral state (awake-
sleep state) and behavioral context. Neurotransmitters such as
monoamines, acetylcholine and orexin are particularly important
to determine the excitability preference of the target systems.
Because these transmitter systems exhibit state-dependent
alteration [10-13], they modulate the excitability of the forebrain
and hindbrain structures through their extensive projections.
Moreover, it deserves considering the role of the basal ganglia
in relation to the determination of the excitability preference
and selection of the target systems [14]. While the midbrain
receives excitatory inputs from the cerebral cortex and limbic
system, it also receives inhibitory inputs from the basal ganglia
[4,5]. In addition, emotional signals in the limbic-hypothalamus
and volitional signals in the cerebral cortex are modulated by the
output of the basal ganglia. Basal ganglia efferents to both the
forebrain and the midbrain are therefore critical in the selection
of either volitionally-initiated movements or emotionally-triggered
behaviors.

Because forebrain structures drive motor systems in the
hindbrain structures to produce various types of behaviors,
we will first outline basic forebrain and hindbrain structures
involved in the control of postural muscle tone and locomotion.
Then, we will consider the mechanisms by which the systems
existing in forebrain and hindbrain are functionally connected
in relation to the behavioral state control. Finally, we will discuss
the pathophysiological mechanisms of sleep-related movement
disorders including those observed in Parkinson’s disease (PD).

**Forebrain Structures**

**Two major systems in the forebrain**

Figure 1 summarizes our knowledge of neuronal mechanisms
cognitive and emotional control of locomotion in the cat based
on previous studies [15-20]. There are two major systems in
the forebrain. Here we define “dorsal forebrain system” and
“ventral forebrain system” as a matter of convenience. The former
constitutes neocortex-neostriatum-dorsal pallidal pathway
(Figure 1A) and, the latter, which is an older part of the forebrain
structures in view of the vertebrate evolution [9,21], constitutes
archicortex-ventral striatum-ventral pallidal pathway (Figure
1B). In addition, the ventral and dorsal pallidum also project back
to groups of cells within the thalamus which, in turn, project back
to the cortex [22].

**Figure 1:** Neuronal mechanisms of cognitive (A) and emotional (B)
control of locomotion in the cat.

A. Dorsal forebrain system for cognitive locomotor control. A visuo-
motor pathway from the visual cortex to motor cortex via the
parietal cortex contributes to this control. Corticofugal projections
act on to the basal ganglia nuclei, brainstem and spinal cord.
Dopaminergic projection from the substantia nigra pars compacta
(SNC) to the caudate-putamen (CPUs) may be involved in learning
the locomotor behaviors. GABAergic output from the basal ganglia
nuclei (internal segment of the globus pallidus and substantia nigra
pars reticulata; GPi/SNr) acts on MLR/PPN area and may control
locomotion and posture. Efferents from the ventral forebrain locomotor
region (MLR) recruit excitatory system, inhibitory system and
locomotor pathway. The excitatory system arises from the locus
coeruleus (LC) and the raphe nuclei (RN). The inhibitory system
which derives from cholinergic neurons in the pedunculopontine
 tegmental nucleus (PnPN) sequentially activates pontine reticular
formation (PRF) neurons, medullary reticulospinal neurons in the
nucleus reticularis gigantocellularis (NRGc) and spinal
inhibitory interneurons. The inhibitory interneurons may inhibit
both motoneurons and interneurons. The locomotor pathway
consists of reticulospinal neurons arising from the ventromedial
medulla corresponding to the nucleus reticularis magnocellularis
(NRMc). Cholinergic and glutamatergic projections from the PPN
excite SNc-DA neurons. These descending tracts act on central
pattern generators (CPGs) in spinal cord so that muscle tone
and locomotion are regulated. Efferents from the cerebellar locomotor
region (CLR) may excite locomotor pathway.

B. Ventral forebrain system for emotional locomotor control. Efferents
from the amygdala (AMD) and hippocampus (Hipp) project to
the nucleus accumbens (NAc). GABAergic NAc neurons project to
ventral pallidum (VP) and the SNr; which control activity of the
MLR/PPN neurons. Efferents from the AMD and the Hipp also act
on lateral hypothalamic area, which corresponds to the SLR. DA
projections from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) may contribute
to the reward-oriented locomotor behaviors. Abbreviations: E:
extensor motoneurons, F: flexor motoneurons. Modified from
Figure 4 in ref. 20. Takakusaki K (2017).

In the ventral forebrain system (Figure 1B), emotional signals
arising from the amygdala via the subthalamic locomotor region
(SLR), which exist in the lateral hypothalamic area (LHA), exert
excitatory effects upon brainstem motor centers including the
mesencephalic locomotor region (MLR) and posture control
region in the pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus (PPN) [23].
On the other hand, the nucleus accumbens (ACC), as a component
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of the limbic system, may be important in releasing locomotion, via gamma-Aminobutyric acid (GABA)-ergic projections disinhibiting the MLR via the ventral pallidum [24,25] and via fibers to the substantia nigra pars reticulate (SNr) [2,6]. Because the ACC receives inputs from the hippocampus and amygdala, the ventral system may be implicated in reward-oriented and emotionally-triggered behaviors [21], as it receives dopamine (DA) inputs from the ventral tegmental area (VTA).

The more recently evolved parts of the basal ganglia make up the dorsal pathway (Figure 1A) [9]. Neostriatum-dorsal pallidial pathway exerts GABAergic inhibitory effects upon brainstem motor centers via the SNr. Cortico-fugal projections to the brainstem and spinal cord are excitatory output from the dorsal system. Cortico-fugal projections to the pontomedullary reticular formation (PMRF) arise from the pre motor cortices such as the supplementary motor area and premotor area (SMA/PM) in quadruped [27] and biped [28] animals. Probabilistic diffusion tractography in rhesus monkey as well as humans shows that the SMA is strongly connected to the lateral PPN, while the dorsal PM is connected to the medial PPN [29].

In the higher primate with bipedal gait, SMA/PM projections to the PPN and PMRF may play a crucial role of initiation of locomotion with appropriate postural control [30]. As these motor cortical areas receive sensory and cognitive information from other cortical areas [31], dorsal forebrain system may achieve precise movements depending on cognitive behavioral context, such as sensory-guided and volitionally-initiated locomotor control [4].

Role of the basal ganglia

The output of the basal ganglia consists of tonically active GABA-ergic neurons originating from two nuclei, globus pallidus, interna (GPI) and SNr. Subpopulations of GABAergic output neurons from both structures have prominent projections to different brainstem centers (hindbrain) and another part projecting to thalamus and back to cortex (forebrain).

One important role of the basal ganglia output is to keep the different motor centers in the brainstem as well as different programs in the cerebral cortex under inhibitory control during resting conditions, so that they are released when intended. At the resting condition, tonic GPI/SNr activity maintains a continuous inhibitory drive to different motor centers in the brainstem, such as the superior colliculus (SC), MLR, postural centers, swallowing central pattern generators (CPGs), [4,9,14,32,33].

A dis-inhibition of thalamocortical neurons caused by a cessation of GPI/SNr discharge is thought to increase the level of excitation of the different cortical target areas. Triggering a motor program will depend on removal of this tonic inhibition and therefore the pallidal output neurons in turn need to be inhibited from the input layer of the basal ganglia, the striatum [14,21,25,32]. A prerequisite for activating or releasing the activity of the target system is that this GABAergic inhibition is temporarily reduced. This can be achieved through activation of GABAergic projection neurons from striatum given an appropriate synaptic drive from cortex, thalamus and the DA system [14,21]. The neostriatum and ventral striatum receive dopaminergic inputs from the SNC and VTA [26], respectively. In PD, DA neurons in both areas are severely damaged [34], indicating that functions of the dorsal and ventral forebrain systems are seriously disturbed in this disease.

Motor systems in the hindbrain

Muscle tone control systems

Muscle tone excitatory system: Noradrenaline (NA) neurons of the locus coeruleus (LC) and serotonin (5-HT) neurons of the raphe nuclei (RN) are involved in maintenance of arousal level as components of the ascending reticular activation system (ARAS) [13]. On the other hand, these neurons also contribute to maintenance of postural muscle tone during wakefulness via coeruleospinal and rapheospinal tracts. Because an activation of neurons in these nuclei increased the excitability of the motoneuron in the spinal cord, resulting in an increase in the level of muscle tone, these monoaminergic descending tracts are considered as “muscle tone excitatory system” [23,35] (Figure 1). In addition, postural muscle tone is also increased by stimulating the ventral part of the medullary reticular formation (MRF) corresponding to the nucleus reticularis magnocellularis (NRMc) [36], indicating that excitatory reticulospinal pathway arising from this region also operates as muscle tone excitatory system. Because neurons in the LC and RN project to the NRMc, the excitatory reticulospinal system cooperates with monoaminergic descending tracts to maintain and increase the level of postural muscle tone. The vestibulospinal tract also maintains postural balance in response to changes in sense of equilibrium.

Orexin (ORX) neurons in the LHA exhibit state-dependent alteration with high firing rates during wakefulness and low rates during REM sleep. ORX neurons project to the LC and RN and modulate the excitability of monoamine neurons [36,37]. It has been also suggested that the ORX system contributes to maintenance of postural muscle tone via excitatory reticulospinal tract [38]. Accordingly, ORX system acts on the muscle tone excitatory systems so that postural muscle tone is appropriately regulated in accordance with awake-sleep states. Conversely, damages to ORX neurons may disturb the excitability muscle tone excitatory system during wakefulness [35,39].

Muscle tone inhibitory system: Acetylcholine (ACh) neurons in the PPN have descending projection to the PMRF in addition to ascending projections to the non-specific thalamic nuclei and midbrain DA neurons in the SNC and VTA (Figure 1). The descending cholinergic system activates “muscle tone inhibitory system” which is composed by rostral pontine reticular formation (PRF) neurons, reticulospinal neurons in the MRF corresponding to the nucleus reticularis gigantocellularis (NRGc) and spinal inhibitory inter neurons [18,40-42] (Figure 1).
tone inhibitory system may therefore regulate locomotion in addition to postural muscle tone of whole body via its widespread branching to spinal segments of whole neuraxis. The inhibitory inter neurons in this system provide not only postsynaptic inhibitory effects upon motoneurons and inter neurons mediating reflex pathways but pre synaptic inhibitory effects upon sensory afferents [40-42], resulting in suppression of postural muscle tone, spinal reflexes and activity of CPG. The inhibitory actions possibly use glycine and GABA.

Because an activation of PPN-ACh induces REM and muscular atonia, the muscle tone inhibitory system contributes to the generation of REM sleep [41,44]. While firing rate of ACh neurons is higher in wakefulness and REM sleep [10,13], wakefulness-relating neurons such as ORX neurons and monoamine neurons stop firing during REM sleep. Therefore, atonia during REM sleep is due to higher activity in the inhibitory system and lower activity in the excitatory system. GABAergic neurons in the PPN and those in the SNr inhibit PPN-ACh neurons [44,45], indicating that GABAergic neurons modulate REM sleep by acting on PPN-ACh neurons [35]. The ORX system during wakefulness inhibits PPN-ACh neurons by activating these GABAergic neurons [35].

Mutual interaction between the muscle tone control systems: There is a “mutual inhibitory interaction” between the muscle tone excitatory system and inhibitory system. Monoaminergic neurons projecting to the PRF inactivate the muscle tone inhibitory system [46,47]. In addition, monoaminergic projection to the PPN also inhibits mesopontine ACh neurons [48]. On the other hand, GABAergic neurons in the PMRF which constitute the inhibitory system act on neurons in the LC and inhibit the excitatory system [49]. Therefore, postural muscle tone in awake-sleep states is regulated by the mutual inhibitory interaction of these systems, and the breakdown of the interaction may disturb muscle tone.

Locomotor system

Three locomotor regions are identified. They are the MLR, the SLR and the cerebellar locomotor region (CLR) [5,19,20] (Figure 1). An imaging study revealed that these regions are also found in human [50]. The MLR mostly corresponds to the cuneiform nucleus (CNF) and dorsal part of the PPN [36,45]. Signals from the MLR may activate “muscle tone excitatory system” and “locomotor system”. The locomotor system is composed of the excitatory reticulospinal tract arising from the NRMC and CPG in the spinal cord. The CLR corresponds to the mid-part of cerebellar white matter which contains massive fibers connecting bilateral fastigial nuclei [51]. Signals in the CLR are thought to drive the vestibulospinal tract and reticulospinal tract [52].

The SLR corresponds to the LHA where ORX neurons are present. Emotional signals through the ventral forebrain system are expected to activate the SLR, which, in turn, activates the locomotor system either directly or indirectly via the MLR [9,15,53]. ORX acts on the MLR and elicits locomotion [35]. Considering that the SLR mostly corresponds to the origin of the ORX system, both are involved in emotional motor behaviors including locomotion and eating [37].

Basal ganglia projections to the midbrain

GABAergic projection from the SNr to the midbrain regulates locomotion and postural muscle tone [44,45]. GABAergic projections from the lateral and medial SNr to the PPN and MLR reduce the excitabilities of the muscle tone inhibitory system and locomotor system, respectively. This indicates that output of the basal ganglia to the PPN/MLR independently regulates muscle tone and locomotion. Excessive increase in the GABAergic basal ganglia output to the brainstem, as in the case in PD, therefore, results in gait failure and hypertonus (muscular rigidity). The muscular rigidity is due to contractions of antigravity (extensor) muscles and flexor muscles (co-contraction) [54]. Accordingly, basal ganglia afferents to the muscle tone control systems may contribute to regulate muscle co-contraction which enables to maintain stiffness of limb joints so that bodily equilibrium can be stabilized during ongoing movements in addition when starting and halting.

In PD, deterioration of the DA neurons excessively increases GABAergic output from the basal ganglia [22]. Gait akinesia, freezing and rigidity in this disease are assumed to be induced by the enhancement of the GABAergic basal ganglia afferents to the brainstem in addition to the thalamocortical neurons [22,55]. GABAergic projections from the dorsolateral part of the SNr to the SC and to the swallowing center control saccadic eye movements [32,56] and swallowing [57], respectively.

Functional linkage between forebrain and hindbrain; Integration of consciousness and behavior

Functional linkage between the forebrain and hindbrain

during awake-sleep states: To consider functional linkage between the forebrain and hindbrain, neuronal structures illustrated in Figure 1 are simplified as shown in Figure 2A. There are dorsal and ventral forebrain systems, and muscle tone control systems and locomotor system in the hindbrain. The forebrain systems have excitatory and inhibitory projections to the hindbrain motor systems. While ORX neurons have extensive projections, the midbrain, which includes the SNr (GABA), SNc/VTA (DA), PPN (ACh), LC (NA), RN (5-HT) in addition to the MLR, is the major target. ORX directly excites these neurons [37]. However, it inhibits PPN-ACh neurons via GABAergic neurons [35].

Wakefulness

During wakefulness, excitability of neural systems in the forebrain and hindbrain is appropriately regulated by neurotransmitters. Because of the higher activity ORX neurons, monoamine (NA/5-HT) neurons are more active than PPN-ACh neurons, indicating that the excitability of muscle tone excitatory system and locomotor system is higher than that of inhibitory system. Therefore, an activation of forebrain structures exclusively activates excitatory and locomotor systems in the hindbrain. Namely, the dorsal forebrain system may produce “context-dependent volitionally-initiated movements” by acting on this hindbrain motor systems (Figure 2B). On the other hand, a strong emotional stimulus activates the ventral forebrain system, which,
in turn, also excites the hindbrain systems so that “emotional-triggered behavior” is elicited (Figure 2C).

Pathological Conditions

Disturbance of orexinergic system and pathophysiological mechanisms of narcolepsy

In narcoleptic patients and animals, emotional signals elicit a sudden loss of muscle tone (cataplexy), which is caused by degeneration of orexin neurons in the LHA [7,59]. Autoimmune process may be involved in the degeneration of ORX neurons [60]. Emotional stimulus during wakefulness usually induces emotional behaviors such as “fight or flight” reactions which accompany augmentation of muscle tone and locomotion (Figure 2C). However, cataplexy in narcolepsy patients is induced by elevation of emotion accompanied by laughter, joy and feeling that self-esteem is tickled. Possibly, cataplexy is triggered by neural mechanisms that induce REM sleep [7,61]. During REM sleep our consciousness is not clear, because the activity of the neocortex is quite low while that of the limbic system and basal ganglia are higher [3]. In contrast, cerebral cortex activity in narcolepsy patients is well preserved during the period of cataplexy, and awareness is maintained [7,61]. Narcolepsy patients suffer from sudden onset of REM sleep (SOREM), because non-REM sleep is extremely short or lacked in this disease. This suggests that cataplexy is triggered by mechanisms different from the normal REM sleep.

Then, the question is how cataplexy is produced in narcolepsy patients? In the absence of ORX, the excitability of both the locomotor system and the muscle tone excitatory system would be greatly reduced. By contrast, the excitability of muscle tone inhibitory system would be elevated. If this is the case, emotional stimulus activates ventral forebrain system, which, in turn, selectively activate the inhibitory system so that cataplexy is evoked (Figure 2E). However, consciousness in narcolepsy patients is well preserved during the cataplexy period. We propose that orexin may be a determinant for the selection of emotional motor behavior. Consequently, the excitability of the hindbrain motor systems is strongly modified depending on the presence or absence of ORX. As a result, identical emotional stimulus triggers opposite types of behaviors, “emotional behaviors during normal wakefulness” and “cataplexy in narcolepsy patients.”

Excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS) also appears when narcolepsy patients have difficulties in maintaining arousal state because of reduced activity in the arousal systems. In mice with impaired orexinergic system, the activity of monoaminergic neurons becomes unstable [62]. This may induce fragmentation of sleep and destabilization of non-REM sleep, resulting in the possibility of SOREM.

REM sleep behavior disorders (RBD)

The mechanisms of REM sleep behavioral disorders (RBD) may suggest a role for a limbic control of locomotor behavior. RBD is a pathophysiological condition in which abnormal movements
and behaviors are induced during REM sleep [6]. Lesions in the PMRF of the cat show aggressive behaviors during REM sleep [63]. This is called as “REM without atonia” which is an animal model of RBD. RBD in humans was induced by microinfarctions of the dorsolateral or medial part of the pons [6]. This region approximately corresponds to the PPN and medial PRE origin and relay nucleus of the muscle tone inhibitory system, respectively (Figure 1). There are evidences showing that RBD highly complicate with multiple system atrophy [64] and progressive supranuclear palsy [65] in which mesopontine ACh neurons are severely degenerated. Moreover, anti-cholinergic agents were effective in the treatment of the RBD [66]. Therefore, damages in the mesopontine ACh neurons and dysfunction of the muscle tone inhibitory system may be involved in this syndrome. However, this alone cannot explain the RBD. Abnormal behavior reflects the content of the dream experience which associates with higher activity of the sub cortical structures during REM sleep. Because the excitability of the locomotor system as well as the muscle tone excitatory system is somewhat preserved due to either the less activity of ACh neurons or insufficient activity of the inhibitory system, emotional signals associating with dream experience during REM sleep preferentially select and activate muscle tone excitatory system and drive locomotor system (Figure 2F). This may induce abnormal behaviors that play the dream experience “dream enactment” as indicated by Morrison [63].

Sleep disturbances in Parkinson’s disease

Awake-sleep states are also impaired in PD [67,68]. Sleep disturbances, such as daytime sleep attacks, nocturnal insomnia and RBD, are early signs of PD [69-71]. Narcolepsy-like symptoms are also frequently observed [73]. It has been also shown that PPN-ACh neurons are severely damaged in PD [73-75]. Because the PPN has dense projections to the midbrain DA neurons [76,77], PPN-ACh neurons may affect awake-sleep states by modulating (1) DA systems projecting to the striatum, (2) muscle tone control systems, and (3) ARAS that affects the excitability of the forearm. RBD complicates various neurological disorders as described above. It is also frequent in PD and Alzheimer’s disease where α-synuclein appears. Because RBD often precedes to the onset of these diseases, the progression of Parkinson’s disease proposed by Braak et al. [6] may be also valid to describe the pathophysiology of RBD associated with neurodegenerative disorders [6]. Degeneration of the cholinergic basal forebrain pathway to the cerebral cortex, limbic cortex and thalamus is involved in RBD in PD [78]. In addition, frequency of RBD increases with DA replacement therapy using L-dopa. There is higher incidence in PD patients having gambling problem [79]. Different from 5-HT, NA and histamine, DA neurons have higher firing rates during REM sleep [11]. An activation of the limbic system caused by an increase in DA by the replacement therapy may also be involved in the development of this pathological condition.

Conclusion

Under the “explicit consciousness”, we put our volition or intention into actions (volitional behaviors) depending on behavioral context. The command signals generated in the cerebral cortex acts on the brainstem and spinal cord through dorsal forebrain system. On the other hand, alteration of “emotional consciousness” occurring at the sub cortical structures, particularly at the limbic system, activates the ventral forebrain system and elicits emotional behaviors that are accompanied by changes in autonomic function. Whether volitional or emotional, our behavior always requires an activation of hindbrain motor systems (Figure 1). That is, our behaviors can be expressed by appropriate functional linkage between the forebrain and hindbrain [4].

Then, the question is how such a functional linkage is accomplished. We hypothesize that this functional linkage occurs based on Edelman’s “Operation Theory” [1] that it holds between systems with higher excitability. That is, a functional linkage occurs between more excitable forebrain system (either dorsal system or ventral system) and hindbrain system (either excitatory and locomotor systems or inhibitory system). As a result, expression of our behaviors is determined by the integration of the selected forebrain and hindbrain systems. Which system predominates in each of forebrain and hindbrain depends on the action of neurotransmitters such as monoamines, ACh and ORX in addition to excitatory and inhibitory inputs acting on these systems. Because key structures involved in the control of posture and locomotion exist in the midbrain, this is the place to link or switch functional connections between the forebrain and hindbrain systems.
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